
Craft Kits

Crafty AdultsWe’d love to see your finished craft!
Share it using #hendersonlibraries
in your Instagram posts or stories, or

you can share photos on our
Facebook post.

Get creative and enjoy a fun, carefree, & 
stress-relieving activity.

 
Each kit contains supplies & a step-by-step 

guide to help you get creative!
 

 No-Sew Yarn
 Rainbow 
Brighten your day 

with this DIY hanging 
yarn rainbow!



Step #2: Wrap colored yarn around the rainbow 
arch cardboard cut-out.

First, choose the order of yarn colors for your rainbow, 
then you can begin wrapping your first color.

Before you begin wrapping, extend a short strip of the 
yarn (about 1 inch) along the cardboard (#4). The yarn 
will be secured in place once you begin wrapping the 
cardboard arch.  
Repeat this step with each color until you've completely 
wrapped the cardboard arch. 
Once you've reached the end with the final color of yarn, 
loop the end of the string through one of the wrapped 
yarn strings and tie a knot (#5). Trim the end of the string 
and tuck the knot under the wrapped strings to conceal it.
Now, take the 12 inch piece of string you saved -- which is 
the color that's on the top portion of the rainbows arch -- 
and wrap it around. Tie a knot at the base of the string 
touching the top of the rainbow, and another knot at the 
end of the two strings (#6) -- this will be your rainbows 
hanger. 

TIP: Cut a 12 inch string of the yarn color which will be at 
the top position of your rainbow arch. Your last step will be 
to use this string to create a hanger for your rainbow. 

 Use your new No-Sew Yarn Rainbow 

as a door knob or wall decor to brighten your day!
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Step-by-Step Guide:

Rainbow arch cardboard cut-out
4 Colored yarn bundles
2 White yarn bundles

Scissors
Measuring tape or ruler

Supplies Provided:

Additional supplies needed:

 
 

Step #1: Attach two white yarn fringe clouds onto 
your rainbow arch cardboard cut-out.

The 2 white yarn bundles have 5 strings of yarn each.
Take one bundle and fold it in half, creating a loop.
Pull the loop through one of the squares at the bottom of 
the rainbow arch cardboard cut-out (#1).
Insert the yarn ends through the loop (#2) and gently pull 
them until you have a knot...Be careful as you don't want 
to rip the cardboard.
Repeat steps with the second white yarn bundle, inserting 
the yarn into the other side of the rainbow arch.
Once you've pulled all of the yarn ends through the knots, 
trim the yarn ends, making both clouds the same length 
(#3).
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